Hobbit Tales
FROM THE GREEN DRAGON INN
A game for 2 to 5 Hobbits by Marco Maggi & Francesco Nepitello

The players are Hobbits telling tales in front of a mug of beer at the Green Dragon Inn (or at the Ivy Bush, or the Golden Perch...). Elves, woods and mountains, Orcs and Goblins, populate their colourful stories...

Introduction
In Hobbit Tales, each player in turn improvises a story using a hand of Adventure cards. The other players contribute to the storytelling as they try to hinder the narrator using a hand of Hazard cards.

In the course of the game, players gain Cheers tokens as a reward for telling their story, and possibly as a consequence of playing Hazard cards. Cheers tokens are worth victory points.

When each player has told one story, the game is over, and scores are calculated.

Components
1 board, 75 Adventure cards, 40 Hazard cards, 5 coasters, 40 Cheers tokens and 1 The One Ring Feat die (d12)

The Board
The board features 5 card-sized boxes. Players play Adventure cards on the boxes starting from the board’s left end, towards its right end.

When the last empty box on the board has been filled with an Adventure card, the narrator in turn has reached the end of his tale.

Adventure Cards
Adventure cards are the main tools that a narrator uses to build a story. Each card is characterised by the following elements: a title (a), a quote from a Tolkien story (b), one or two Terrain icons (c), possibly one or two Special icons (d), and especially a wonderful illustration (e).

(The icons on the bottom right of each Adventure card are used only in conjunction with the journey rules for The One Ring - see the chapter at the end of this booklet).

While the title, illustration and quote on each card can be used by the narrator as a source of inspiration, its Terrain icons (c) are used by the other players to play Hazard cards.

There are five different icons:
- Caves
- Evil Eye
- Runes
- Wilds
- Woods
**Special icons** (d) when present, a special occurrence, like the drawing of additional cards (SPADES), or the automatic success of a Hazard episode (EYE).

**Hazard Cards**
Hazard cards represent potential danger, a fundamental ingredient of all good stories set in Middle-earth. Each card features a **title** (a), a set of two **Terrain icons** (b), and a **Threat rating** (c). Successfully playing a Hazard card lets a player introduce a new danger into the narrator’s story.

**Cheers Tokens and Coasters**
Cheers tokens are counters that are drawn by players from an opaque container. Each token has a numerical value, ranging from 1 to 3. Players draw Cheers tokens at the end of their turn as narrators, and as the result of Hazard resolution. Players keep the value of their Cheers tokens hidden from the other players at all time.

**The Feat Die**
The twelve-sided die (identical to the one used in games of *The One Ring* roleplaying game) is used to determine whether a played Hazard card has an effect on the narration or not.

**PREPARATIONS**
The board is placed in the middle of the playing area. Players keep their coasters at hand. The two decks of cards (the Adventure deck and the Hazard deck) are shuffled. All Cheers tokens are placed inside an opaque container (a cup, or a pouch).

One player is chosen as the first **narrator**; the other players act as **Hazard players** for the round.

When the current narrator finishes telling a story, the role of the players changes and a new round starts: the player to the left of the narrator becomes the new narrator, and the other players are the new Hazard players.

**START OF A ROUND**
At the start of a round, the designated narrator draws **four cards** from the Adventure deck (his hand of cards). All the other players (Hazard players) draw a number of cards from the Hazard deck based on the total number of Hazard Players:

1 Hazard player = 6 Hazard cards
2 Hazard players = 3 Hazard cards
3-4* Hazard players = Hazard 2 cards

*With four Hazard players, draw 2 cards each, and the narrator draws an additional card from the Adventure deck.

Then, the narrator draws **two more cards** from the Adventure deck and inspects them. He selects one card to play immediately as his **opening**, and plays the other as the **epilogue** of the story about to be told:

**Opening**: One card is played face up on the first box to the left the board, and will be used to start the narration.

**Epilogue**: The other card is played face down to the right of the board, next to its last box. It will be revealed only when the narrator reaches the end of his tale, to represent the conclusion of the story.
**Round Sequence**

Every turn is structured as follows:

The narrator begins telling his story, using the Adventure card he chose as his opening. As soon as the narration entitles him to do so, he plays an Adventure card from his hand, to lay on the first empty box of the board.

Now, the Hazard players in clockwise order check if they can play a Hazard card from their hand and thus intervene in the narration. As soon as the effects of any Hazard card have been resolved (or if no Hazard cards were played) the narrator resumes his storytelling.

The narrator will continue to play Adventure cards from his hand whenever able to. Every time that the narrator plays an Adventure card on the board, the Hazard players can check their hand of Hazard cards to see if they are allowed to play a card or not.

As soon as an Adventure card is played on the last empty box on the board (or a story is brought to a premature ending - see Improvisation below) the narrator reveals the card played as the epilogue, and the story is wrapped up.

**The Role of the Narrator**

The aim of the narrator is to play a number of Adventure cards to create a tale. Adventure cards are played face up one at a time, on the board, starting from the first empty box to the left of the board, creating a line. Normally, the narrator needs to play four Adventure cards on the board to complete a story.

To be allowed to play an Adventure card, the narrator must integrate in his storytelling one or more elements depicted on the card itself (taking cue from its illustration, title or quote). Players are free to interpret the elements on each Adventure card in any way they see fit, but a certain level of narrative coherence must be maintained.

**Storytelling Etiquette**

A card may be played when the narration enables its elements to be included naturally in the tale. It is a good rule of thumb to consider that a card’s subject should be central in the narration, and possibly constitute a single episode by itself. Narrators cannot simply mention a feature of a card to be allowed to play it.

**Full Story Arcs**

To be considered complete, a tale should feature a full story arc: it should have a beginning and a definite end. Narrators should keep this in mind when playing their cards; a certain level of ‘rewriting’ is allowed - that is, a narrator can briefly recap the story to accommodate a new element.

**The Hazard Players**

The aim of the Hazard players is to hinder the role of the narrator. They do so by playing cards representing hostile creatures and unexpected dangers.

Every time that the narrator plays a new Adventure card on the board, one Hazard player is given the option to play one Hazard card from his hand.

If more than one Hazard player wants to play a card, the player to the left of the narrator takes precedence.

If this first Hazard player cannot play a card, the chance to play it passes to the next Hazard player (and so on, proceeding in clockwise order).

If all Hazard players do not play a Hazard card, the narrator proceeds with his storytelling.

**When a Hazard Card can be Played**

A Hazard card is considered playable when both Terrain icons featured on the Hazard card appear among the Terrain icons depicted on the two last Adventure cards played on the board (including the opening chosen at the start of the game).

For example, the last two Adventure cards played were ‘A Short Rest’ (*WILDS, RUNES*) and ‘Impassable Marshes’ (*CAVES, CAVES*). To be playable, a Hazard card would have to feature either *WILDS* and *RUNES* (*Sorcery* or...
‘Murderous Rogues’ for example), or WILDS and CAVES (‘Great Wild Wolf’), or RUNES and CAVES (‘Orc Chieftain’), or finally two CAVES icons (‘Wild Wolves’.

When a Hazard player plays a card, he should provide a brief introduction to justify the unexpected event (“Wasn’t it then that the Two-Headed Troll sniffed you and attacked?”). Then, he proceeds to resolve its effects (see Hazard Resolution below).

Rapping the Table
To speed up play, when a Hazard player cannot play a card, he may signal this by gently rapping the table. If all Hazard players do so, the narrator can resume his storytelling.

Hazard Resolution
All Hazard cards have a numerical value known as their Threat rating. For example, the Great Orc card has a Threat rating of 5.

To resolve a Hazard, the player who played the Hazard card rolls the Feat die once:

If the die roll matches or exceeds the Threat rating, or is a C, the roll is successful and the Hazard card effect is applied.

If the die result is lower then the Threat rating, or is a A, the roll failed and the Hazard didn’t happen and is ignored.

As soon as the effects of a Hazard card have been applied, the narrator resumes his storytelling.

Successful roll
When a Hazard roll is successful, the last Adventure card and the played Hazard card are set aside (the Adventure card won’t be used for scoring and the box it occupied is left empty).

Additionally, the Hazard player draws a Cheers token. If the result was a C, the Hazard player draws two Cheers tokens instead: he inspects them, then keeps one and discards the other (putting it back into the container).

The player who played the Hazard card should now provide a short narration to integrate the episode into the storytelling.

Hazard players should keep in mind that the aim of their narration is to provide a diversion, not to block or otherwise cause unnecessary difficulties to the narrator - the integration should be entertaining and short!

Failed roll
If the Hazard roll didn’t succeed, nothing happens, and the narrator may simply ignore the Hazard card or is free to describe how the danger was overcome.

If the Hazard roll produced a P, then the narrator draws a Cheers token. Additionally, the narrator resumes his narration immediately and no rerolls are allowed (see the Hazard Reroll optional rule below).

Hazard Reroll (Optional Rule)
When a player plays a Hazard card but fails the roll, another player may discard a Hazard card from his hand to roll the Feat die again once. To allow for a reroll, the colour of the title of the discarded Hazard card must match the colour of that of the Hazard card originally played.

Hazard cards with underlined titles work as wild cards in this regard, and can always be discarded to get a reroll.

For example, Marco played a ‘Goblin Patrol’ but failed the die roll. Jon discards ‘Great Orc’, a card with the title matching the colour of ‘Goblin Patrol’ - Jon is entitled to a Hazard reroll.

If the new roll is successful, then the player who triggered it applies all the affects normally associated with the Hazard roll.

Only one Hazard player may discard a card to get a reroll. If more than one player wants to discard a Hazard card, the right to discard it is given first to the player to the left of the one who originally played the first Hazard card (then proceeding in clockwise order).
**The Special Icons**

A number of Adventure cards feature **Special icons** in their bottom left corner. These icons may take the form of a single **EYE**, or one or two **Spade** icons.

When an Adventure card featuring a Special icon is played on the table apply the following special effects:

**SPADE:** The first player to the left of the narrator draws a card from the Hazard deck and adds it to his hand.

**TWO SPADES:** As above in a two-player game. If there are more than two players, then all Hazard players draw a card from the Hazard deck and add it to their respective hands.

**EYE:** Should a player play a Hazard card, he does not have to roll the Feat die to apply it: the roll is considered to have been successful, and to have scored a EYE result (see **Hazard Resolution** above).

For example, Dominic just played ‘Forest Stream’ on the board, an Adventure card featuring a single SPADE icon. Marco, who sits to the left of Dominic, gets to immediately draw a Hazard card.

**Improvisation**

A narrator may find himself without cards in his hand before he has played four Adventure cards on the board.

When this happens, he may continue his narration by drawing one card from the Adventure deck and applying the following:

The Adventure card drawn is played directly on the next empty box of the track. The narrator must immediately include the card in his narrative.

Following the normal rules, the other players may now see if they can play Hazard cards. If all the Hazard players are left without cards, each player draws one Hazard card.

A narrator can keep improvising (and drawing Adventure cards) until one of the two following things happen:

- The narrator plays a card on the last box on the board (he completes the story), OR
- One of the other players successfully adds a Hazard card to the narration. In this case, the story is over and must be concluded with a premature ending (see **End of a Story**).

**End of a Story**

A story reaches its conclusion as the narrator fills all the boxes on the board with Adventure cards, or he is left with no cards in his hand and fails to improvise.

**A Full Ending is Reached**

If the narrator successfully lays the last Adventure card on the board, the tale is over:

The narrator proceeds to reveal the Adventure card he played as his epilogue, and narrates the conclusion of the story (without the possibility of Hazard players interrupting him.)

All players now discard all cards left in their hands. Play resumes with the role of the narrator being given to the player to the left of the previous narrator, until every player has told one story.

**Premature Ending**

If the narrator cannot fill all the boxes on the board (he improvised but was interrupted by a successful Hazard card), he must end his tale on a negative note. As when a regular ending is reached, the narrator reveals the Adventure card he played as his epilogue, and narrates how the story went badly in some way: an objective wasn’t reached, expectations were left unfulfilled, etc.

**Story Reward**

At the end of his narration, the narrator draws a number of Cheers tokens equal to the number of cards he played on the board (thus not including the cards that were set aside by Hazards). If the narrator reached a full ending (see above) he draws an additional Cheers token (corresponding to the card played as epilogue).
Drawing Cheers Tokens

Players draw Cheers tokens when they reach the conclusion of a story as narrators, and during the resolution of Hazard cards, based on the result of the Feat die roll (as explained under Hazard Resolution).

When a player draws one or more Cheers tokens, he must immediately decide whether he wants to store them all, or if he wants to use some to buy rounds of beers:

• Players store their tokens by placing them under their coaster;
• Players buy rounds of beers by placing one or more tokens on top of their coaster instead (face down).

At the end of a game, all players will score points based on the tokens they stored under their coaster, and will possibly gain a final bonus based on the tokens placed on top of it.

End of the Game

When all players have told one story as narrators, the game ends.

All players reveal the Cheers tokens they stored under their coasters and calculate their basic scores by adding up the values of the four highest value tokens. This is their basic score for the game.

For example, Jon has stored five Cheers tokens under his coaster: a token with a value of 3, two with value 2, and two with value 1. Jon adds up the four highest scoring tokens for a basic score of 8 points (3 + 2 + 2 + 1).

Then, all players reveal all tokens placed on top of the coasters (rounds of beers). Each player adds up the values of his three highest value tokens and the totals are compared between players: the player scoring the most gains a bonus of 4 points and adds it to his basic score.

If two or more players are tied for the bonus, no one gets it.

For example, Jon had four Cheers tokens on top of his coaster: a 3, a 2 and two 1s. Adding up the values of the three highest value tokens Jon gets a total of 6 (3 + 2 + 1). Jon compares this total to the other players: Marco totals 5, and Robert 3 - Jon is awarded the bonus. He adds 4 points to his basic score of 8, for a total of 12 points.

The player with the highest final score is declared the winner. Break any ties in turn order, awarding the victory to the tying player who narrated first.

Awarding the Better Story

In games with more than two players, or when playing in presence of an audience, it is possible to give a reward to the player who is considered to have told the most entertaining story.

When scores are calculated, the player with the highest score is not declared the winner yet, and the two players with the highest totals compete for the title instead.

For example, at the end of the game Jon and Marco have the two highest scores in the game, with Jon at 12 points and Marco at 14. They will compete for the title of winner.

The remaining players and any bystanders now confer and decide who in their opinion was the best narrator. Their judgement is based on whatever principle they decide to apply, be it personal taste, fun, adherence to canon, originality, etc. When they have made up their mind they choose one of the competing players. The chosen player gets to draw two additional Cheers tokens to add to his own score. Now the player with the highest final score is declared the winner (in case of a tie, the victory goes to the player considered the best narrator).

Jon is judged to have been the best narrator and thus is allowed to draw two additional Cheers tokens: a 2 and a 1. Jon’s final score is now 15 (12 + 2 + 1), beating Marco’s 14. Jon is the winner!
**Extended Example of Play**

Robert, Marco and Francesco are playing a game. The first narrator is chosen by lot: it will be Marco. Robert and Francesco will be the Hazard players for the round.

Robert sits to the left of Marco, and Francesco to the right. The two decks of cards are shuffled separately, and all Cheers tokens are placed in an opaque container.

All players place their coaster in front of them - they will place their Cheers tokens there when they will get them. Marco draws four cards from the deck of Adventure cards. The cards drawn are: **BOATS, FOREST STREAM, GUARDED HOARD, NASTY WEATHER**

Robert and Francesco each draw three cards from the Hazard deck. Robert draws: **WILD FIRE, SORCERY, GOBLIN TRAP**

Francesco draws: **ORC CHIEFTAIN, NAMELESS HORROR, CAVE-TROLL**

Then, Marco draws two additional Adventure cards, to play one as the opening of his story, and the other one as the possible epilogue. The two cards are: **MANY MEETINGS, FORSAKEN INN**

Marco chooses MANY MEETINGS as his opening, and places the card face up on the first box of the board. He then places FORSAKEN INN face down next to the right side of the board.

---

*It is time to start narrating. Marco begins, in his best Hobbit voice:*

“As you all know, we Hobbits of the Strongknuckles family hold a number of family meetings at Yuletide... We get together at the largest hobbit-hole, that of my uncle Barnabas, and enjoy the company of our sons, daughters, nephews and nieces, while smoking a good pipe or two...”

Here Marco is referencing the MANY MEETINGS card, his chosen opening.

“At the end of one of those parties, I was returning home, tapping a merry tune on the road using my walking stick. Suddenly, it started to rain.” “Now, I can endure some water as any Hobbit, even if I certainly prefer a good ale... but in a few moments it was raining cats and dogs!”

Marco plays the NASTY WEATHER card on the first available box.
Francesco and Robert are now allowed to play Hazard cards (two Adventure cards are on the table) so they look at what they have in their hand. Robert is given the opportunity to play a Hazard card first, as he sits to the left of the narrator.

The two Adventure cards on the board show a total of one RUNES icon, one WOODS, one WILDS and one CAVES icons.

Robert cannot play his WILD FIRE cards, as it requires an EVIL EYE icon to play, but he can play his SORCERY card, as it requires a RUNES and a WILDS icon, and both are present on the board.

So, Robert lays the SORCERY card in front of him, asking:

"Was it that night when you started to feel dizzy and wandered in the Old Forest?"

Robert rolls the Feat die - the SORCERY card has a Threat rating of 5. The roll is a 7! A success! The Adventure card that was played last (NASTY WEATHER) is set aside, together with the SORCERY card, to indicate that it won’t be used for scoring.

Robert now gets to narrate the effect of the Hazard card:

"Oh yes, I remember that night quite well! You were so drunk you didn’t realise you were under an evil spell and lost your way in the woods!"

Robert concludes his intervention by drawing a Cheers token from the container (his Hazard roll was successful). He looks at it: its numerical value is 2 - Robert chooses to score it by placing it under his coaster.
The narrator may now continue. Marco cannot ignore what Robert has added to the story:

"Indeed it was that night! I wanted to forget that feeling... I shudder at the thought! I don’t remember how long I walked, but I am sure that whoever put that wicked spell would have had me if I didn’t fall headlong into a forest stream! Its freezing waters snapped me free from the enchantment!"

Marco plays FOREST STREAM on the board.

FOREST STREAM features a Special icon - a Spade: this means that the player to the left of the narrator (Robert) gets to draw a Hazard card. Robert complies, and draws WILD WOLVES.

Then, Robert and Francesco look at their Hazard cards to see if they can play something, but to no avail: the cards in their possession show combinations of Terrain icons that are not available right now. Marco is free to continue his tale.

"It is a great fortune that I have some Brandybuck blood in me, from the part of my great grandfather... As soon as I fell into the water, I started swimming. Any of you in my place would have drowned instantly! Well, I think I followed the current for at least one mile, until I spied some feeble light in the dark... A boat was coming my way, a lamp suspended from its prow!"

Marco now plays BOATS, hoping that Francesco and Robert have nothing to play against him.
The available icons are one RUNES and one WILDS icon - those on the last two Adventure cards on the board. No one can match those, and the story continues.

“You think it was Elves maybe, or one of those nosy strangers, the Rangers? No, it was one of the Big Folk, one I never encountered before. He was old and gaunt, and probably deaf and a little blind, as he didn’t notice me, as I cling to the side of his boat! I was too tired to cry for help, and just remained still, as the boat continued on. After a while, the old man brought the boat to a shingly shore, and climbed slowly down to enter a cave opening. He was bent, as if carrying something heavy: then I saw it! He was carrying a wooden chest!”

Marco plays his last card, GUARDED HOARD, and waits a moment to see if Robert and Francesco can play any hazards.

Now, the available icons are two WILDS and one CAVES. Robert cannot play anything, but Francesco can play his CAVE-TROLL as it requires a CAVES and a WILDS icon.

Francesco plays the CAVE-TROLL card asking:

“And that was when the Cave-troll came out of the cave to smash you both?”

Francesco rolls the Feat die - the CAVE-TROLL card has a Threat rating of 5. The roll is a 4! A failure! Marco is free to ignore the card:
'You shouldn’t keep drinking that nasty liquor that your aunt distills! Of course it wasn’t that night!' The narrator now has just one box to fill before reaching the epilogue. Since Marco has no cards left in his hand he must improvise: he draws the first card from the Adventure deck and puts it on the last box of the board. The card is UNEXPECTED GUESTS…

Marco briefly ponders, then proceeds to include it in the narrative:

"So, as I was saying, the old man was entering the cave, carrying his chest with him. I naturally wanted to see where he was going, and what was in the chest! So I dragged myself on the shore and followed him."

"Nothing in the world could prepare me for what I saw! There in the cold cave in the Old Forest a whole bunch of old ghosts were sitting in front of a chest filled with gold! They sat with hungry eyes, clawing at the intangible treasure."

Robert and Francesco consider the narrative to have successfully integrated the improvised UNEXPECTED GUEST card, and check if they can play Hazards before the story is over.

The available icons are now CAVES, WILDS, WOODS and RUNES. Robert checks his hand, and sees that he can play GOBLIN TRAP, as it needs a WILDS and a WOODS icons.

Robert lays the GOBLIN TRAP down, asking:

"Thay say that down in the caves under the Old Forest it’s not ghosts you have to fear, but the blades of Goblins and Orcs!"

Robert rolls the feat die - an 8! Since the GOBLIN TRAP card has a Threat rating of 6 the roll is a success!

The UNEXPECTED GUEST card played by Marco is cancelled and will not count for his scoring, and Robert draws another Cheers token (another 2, he scores it too under his coaster).
Robert now gets to narrate the effect of the Hazard card:

“You were still frozen with terror when the Goblins grabbed you in their filthy paws, and brought you deep underground. You will never see the light of day again! - they yelled!”

Since Marco was interrupted while improvising, he must now bring his story to a close with a premature ending.

He reveals his epilogue card - FORSAKEN INN - and proceeds to wrap up the storytelling.

“What an unfortunate night! I spent many long days and nights in the tunnels of the Goblins. I count myself lucky they didn’t eat me, but dropped me somewhere in the dark instead. When I finally emerged from their dungeons I was starving, and wandered aimlessly until I reached the Forsaken Inn.”

Marco’s turn as the narrator is over. He hasn’t brought the tale to its complete ending, so Marco cannot include the epilogue card in his scoring.

Counting the Adventure cards on the board that were not cancelled by Hazards, Marco is entitled to draw four Cheers tokens - he will then choose whether to score them all, or use some to buy rounds of beers and compete for the additional bonus at the end of the game.
Using Hobbit Tales with The One Ring RPG

Optional rules for journeys

Playing The One Ring, an imaginative Loremaster may put the cards of Hobbit Tales to several good uses. Their evocative images may be shown to players during a game to help them better visualize a situation, or a number of Adventure cards mixed with a few Hazard cards may be drawn randomly to provide story hooks or to improvise a plot on the spot.

The following rules employ the deck of Adventure cards to resolve Hazard episodes during journeys.

Journey Hazards

While Hazard episodes in the original rules of The One Ring target companions based on a die roll and a table (page 35 of the Loremaster’s Guide), this new card-based mechanics leave all the details to the drawing of Adventure cards.

For every die result the players have produced with failed Fatigue tests, draw one Adventure card. (Normally, the cards are drawn one at a time, resolving each Hazard episode before proceeding to tackle the next.)

The bottom right corner of each Adventure card contains a set of two icons. The icon on the left is a Journey icon; the icon on the right is an Effect icon.

Each Journey icon is associated with one of the roles that heroes can assume while the company is travelling (among Guide, Scout, Huntsman or Look-out, with the red icon identifying the company as a whole).

Each Effect icon identifies the type of danger that the Hazard episode represents, out of eight possible danger sources (Weariness, Misery, Fatigue, Injury, Corruption, Strain, Despair, Wrong Choices).

1. Select the Target

The Journey icon on the card is used to identify which companion (or companions) will have to pass a skill test. See the list below.

Journey Icons

- All Companions (all players must roll Travel);
- Guide (Travel);
- Scout (Travel or Explore);
- Huntsman (Travel or Hunting);
- Look-out man (Travel or Awareness).

If no hero assumed the selected role, any companion may spend one point of Hope and be allowed to make the roll (players should remember that there can be only one hero acting as the Guide for the company). If no one volunteers, the test fails automatically. If more than one character has been assigned to the challenged role, then they may all attempt the test - but still only one successful outcome will be necessary to overcome the test.

2. Describe the Hazard

Once the companion (or companions) who is the protagonist of the Hazard episode has been selected, the Loremaster improvises a short narration, using the Adventure card as a source of inspiration.

As always, the aim of the Loremaster is to help the players visualize the scene and set the challenge to be overcome. Each component of a card may be used to improvise, from its illustration, its title and the set of icons it contains.

Let the players tell their story

Loremasters enjoying the company of a group of creative players may just let them personally describe what happened. Instead of setting the
Scene and ask for a skill test, the Loremaster may just hand the Adventure card he drew to the player targeted by the Hazard episode, and sit back and enjoy the story as told by the player himself.

All rules are applied normally, and the player must limit his narration to the creation of a self-contained episode, leading to the skill roll and its resolution.

3. MAKE THE ROLL

The skill required for a Hazard roll is either Travel or the ability normally associated with the travelling role (player’s choice). The difficulty of the roll is TN 14. (If the Loremaster prefers to reflect the characteristics of the traversed region, he may refer to the Region table found at page 34 of the Loremaster’s Book).

If the challenged player passes the test, then the companion endures the difficulties encountered, and the journey may continue.

If the roll fails, the hero faces the consequences of his failure.

If the hero fails rolling an , then the consequences may be worse.

For the precise consequences of a failed roll, see 4. Consequences of failure.

4. CONSEQUENCES OF FAILURE

The Effect icon on the card identifies the type of unfortunate outcome that will now befall the companion who failed the roll. Check the list below.

**Effect Icons**

- **Weariness** - Temporarily Weary for the length of journey
- **Misery** - Temporarily Miserable for the length of journey
- **Fatigue** - Add Fatigue again, twice on an EYE.
- **Wound** - Lose Endurance equal to Success die result, or suffer a Wound on an EYE.
- **Corruption** - Gain 1 Shadow, or 2 Shadow on an EYE.
- **Strain** - Lose Endurance equal to Success die result
- **Despair** - Lose 1 point of Hope, or 2 Hope on an EYE.
- **Wrong choices** - Raise TN one level for further Fatigue tests
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- icons key -

Journey Icons
- All Companions (all players must roll **Travel**);
- Guide (**Travel**);
- Scout (**Travel** or **Explore**);
- Huntsman (**Travel** or **Hunting**);
- Look-out man (**Travel** or **Awareness**).

Effect Icons
- **Weariness** - Temporarily Weary for the length of journey
- **Misery** - Temporarily Miserable for the length of journey
- **Fatigue** - Add Fatigue again, twice on an EYE.
- **Wound** - Lose Endurance equal to Success die result, or suffer a Wound on an EYE.
- **Corruption** - Gain 1 Shadow, or 2 Shadow on an EYE.
- **Strain** - Lose Endurance equal to Success die result
- **Despair** - Lose 1 point of Hope, or 2 Hope on an EYE.
- **Wrong choices** - Raise TN one level for further Fatigue tests